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Lesson objectives
Structures
to be positive and negative

Functions
Talking about places in town and where people
are

Key vocabulary
Places: capital, city, town
Places in a town: bridge, cinema, library,
museum, palace, park, river, train station
London sights: Buckingham Palace,Hyde Park,
the London Eye, Natural History Museum, River
Thames
Other: favourite place, flag, friend, funny, hat,
photo

Background information
Londoners are people from London. The name
is used here for a group of friends who live in
London.
Buckingham Palace is the official home of the
British royal family in London.
The London Eye was erected in 2000 to
celebrate the new Millennium.

Before class·Make two copies of Resource l (page l S1)
for two groups of Ss in the class. Cut up the
copies.·If you or any of the Ss have pictures of
famous London sights, ask them to bring
them to class so that the rest of the ciass can
see them (Exercise l Extension).

Presentation

~ Exercise 1· Ask Ss to look at the pictures and, without
looking at the text, talk about the people and
the places, using English as much as possible.·Play the recording, pausing after each section
to ask Ss to point to the right pictures.

Extension·If you or any of the Ss have brought pictures of
London sights to the lesson, show them to the
class and talk about the sights.

Comprehension

Exercise2·Ss do the exercise warking individually and
referring back to the text in Exercise l.·When checking Ss' answers, ask them to carrect
the false statements.

Answers
2./ 3./ 4 ~ (The Queen is a Londoner.)
S X (Mark's in the funny hal.) 6./
7 X (The Londoners are on the bridge.)

Language box
to be positive and negative·Ask Ss to repeat the verb forms in the box after

you.

Extension
· Write on the board:

l'm ... l'm not...
We're ... We aren't...·Say four sentences, e.g. l'm a teacher. l'm not {rom

London. We're at school. Wearen't on holiday.·Then elicit sentences from the Ss using l'm (not),
We're/We aren't.

Practice

Exercise3·Read the example sentence to the class. Point out
that long verb forms are used in this exercise. Tell
Ss that short verb farms are usually used when
speaking.·Ss complete the exercise working individually.·Ss can compare ans wers in pairs and practise
reading the sentences aloud.

· Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to read
out the sentences.

Answers
2 are 3 isn't 4 is S aren't 6 am

t.J Exercise4·Look at the example and explain that Ss have to
match the sentences with the pictures.·Ss can do the exercise working in pairs.·Ss check their answers by listening to the
recarding.

r ,

Tapescrlptandanswers:
2 d This is a library. I
3 e The NaturaiHistoryMuseumis great! I
4 b Rob is in the park. !t's Hyde Park. :

S c This train station is in London. !t's big and old. I
L ~

~ Exercise 5· Give Ss time to read through the sentences before
you play the recording.·Play the first item on the recording and read the
example sentence to the class.

· Play the recording twice if necessary.



Answers
2 in the park 3 next to the river
4 at the train station 5 in the museum

~ Exercise6·Ask one of the Ss to read out the example
sentences.·Explain that Ss have to write twa sentences
for each item. The first should be false and the
second true. Point out that short verb forms are
used in this exercise.·Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to read
out the pairs of sentences.

Answers
2 lenny and Vicki aren't at the cinema. They're in
the park.
3 Mark isn't in the library. He's next to the river.
4 Vicki isn't in the park. She's at the train station.
5 Rob and Mark aren't next to the river. They're in
the museum.

Exercise 7·Read out the prompts to the class and elicit
suggestions for completing the sentences.·Ss then wark individually, writing about
themselves. Go round and monitor the activity,
helping and correcting where necessary.·Ss can then work in pairs, reading each other's
sentences.·Finally, ask individuals to read out their sentences
for the class to hear.

Resource 1 (page 151)
lnteraction: group wark
Exercise type: responding to picture clues
Aim: to practise the use of to be·Divide the class into teams.·Chaos e a leader for each team to stand in
front of the classroom and keep the cards in
hats.·Stand the players in twa ar three lines, facing
the blackboard. Player 1 in each line runs
to the leader of their group and chooses one
card from the hat. The leader asks Where is/
are ... ? and the player answers, e.g. He is in
the palace. ar They are in the park. Ii the verb
to be is used correctly, the player runs back
to his/her team. Ii they make a mistake, they
must correct it. Ii they can't, Player 2 is called
to correct it. They can't run back to their
team unti! the sentence illustrated by the card
is used correctly.·The other players from the team continue in
the same way.·The cards which have been used are put
aside.·The first team to finish wins the race.

l TheLondoners
r ~

I
IActivityBookAnswers

Exercise 1
2 river 3 train station 4 library S palace
6 cinema 7 park
Exercise 2
2 We're from London.
3 U's the capital of Great Britain.
4 They're friends.
S He's a Londoner.

6 I'm in class 6. I
7 You're my friend. I
Exercise 3 I
2 I'm not a student. I

3 We aren't friends. :

4 She isn't my friend. I
S School isn't my favourite place. I
6 They aren't on the bridge. I
7 Youaren't in the cinema. :

Exercise 4 I
2 My mother isn't a queen. I
3 The London Eye isn't next to the river. I
4 Mymotherand fatheraren't fromGreatBritain. :
S Vicki and lenny are friends. I
6 l'm not from London. I
7 London is the capital of Great Britain. I
ExerciseS :
2 are 3 is 4 isn't S is 6 am not 7 am 8 is I
9~ I
Exercise 6 I

I'm Katrin.Andthese are my friends:Karenand :
Hans. Hans is from Berlin. Karen isn't from Berlin, I
she is from Bonn. I
I'm from Berlin. Berlin is the capital of Germany. My I
favouritecityis Paris.Parisis the capitalof France. :

l'm Richard. And these are my friends: Betty and l
: Bob. Bob is from London. Betty isn't from London, :
I she is fromYork. I
I l'm from London. London is the capital of Great I
I Britain. My favourite city is Warsaw. Warsaw is the I

: capital of Poland. :
I Exercise 7 I
12a3a4aSb6a7b8a I
~ ~ ~ ~

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. "." ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .......

Learning difficulties
Ex l Ss with dyslexia need more practice in
order to remember better, sa allow time for
more practice, to check Ss' comprehension, and
to prepare them for the exercise that follows.
After each caption in this exercise you should
ask questions like: London is a smali city - true?
(this question takes the form of astatement,
which helps Ss memorise the correct form that
they will be asked for in the exercises that
follow). Elicit correct answers. Then ask Ss to
do Exercise 2 individually. At this point even the
weaker Ss should be able to do this exercise.
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Lesson objectives
Structures
to be questions and short answers

Functions
Describing people

Key vocabulary
Adjectives to describe people: clever, crazy,
famous, fat, handsorne, naughty, nice, pretty,
tall, terrible, wonderful
Occupations: footballer, pop star, singer
Other: Hurmy for... , tuJins

Background information
Crazy Gang is a cartoon presentiI1gthe
adventures ot a group ot trie,!)ds:Popsy the pop
star and her cat Toffee, Matt,Fred the tootballer
and the twins Bugsy and Dilly.

Before class
Make enough copies ot Resource 2 (page 152)
for each pair of Ss in the class. Cut up the
copies.

Presentation

Practice

~ Exercise3·Ask twa Ss to read out the example question and
answer.·Then ask another pair of Ss to do the second item,
making a question and short answer about Fred/
a footballer.·Ss then wark in pairs, taking turns to ask and
answer the questions. Go round and monitor the
activity.·Check Ss' answers by asking pairs of Ss to say the
questions and answers.

Answers
2 Is Fred a football er? - Yes, he iso
3 Is Popsy a pop star? - Yes, she iso
4 Is Toffeenaughty? - Yes,he iso
S Are the twins terrible? - Yes,they are.
6 Is Matt a footballer? - No, he isn't.
7 Are you a great singer? - Yes, I am./No, ['m not.

Exercise 4

· Ask one of the students to read out the example.·Ss then work individually or in pairs, completing
the exercise by writing in the missing words.·Check Ss' ans wers by asking individuals to read
out the sentences.

Answers
2 Fred is a handsome footballer.
3 Bugsy and Dilly are the terrible twins.
4 Toffee is a naughty cat.
S Matt is a cIever boy.
6 Dilly is a naughty gir!.

~ Exercise 5·Use the picture to present the word parrot to the
class.·Ss listen to the recording and write the names of
the pets. Play the recording twa ar three times if
necessary.·Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to write
the names on the board.·Revise pronunciation ot the alphabet by as king Ss
to spell the names.

O Exercise6·Ask Ss to look at the pictures around the song and
identify the characters.·Ask the Ss to read the text of the song and guess
the missing words.·Play the recording for Ss to listen and check their
answers.

· After checking their answers, Ss listen again and
sing the song along with the recording.

~ Exercise 1
.. ·Play the recording ance, without pausing, for Ss to

follow the text and look at the pictures while they
listen to get the general meaning of the story.·Then play the recording again, pausing atter
each text to elicit or present the meaning of new
vocabulary, e.g. pretty, handsome, twins.

II

Comprehension
Exercise 2

· Ss refer back to the picture story in Exercise l
as they read the sentences and circle the correct
words.

· Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to read
out the sentences.

Answers
2 cat 3 Bugsy 4 friends S Fred

Language box
to be questions and short answers·Read out the questions and short answers using

famous and ask Ss to repeat them after you. Draw
Ss' attention to the inverted order of subject and
verb in question forms. Write a positive sentence
and a question on the board to illustrate the
inversion.

Answers
2 twins 3 Toffee 4 Matt S Popsy



Z Crazy Gang

Extension·Choose same adjectives from the lesson and write
jumbled words on the board for Ss to sort out.·After checking answers, ask Ss to make sentences
using three ar four of the adjectives.

l USFOAM 2
3 RATEG 4
S AND HO MES 6
7 VREELC 8

GUNHATY
RIBLET ER
OONERWULF
YETRPT

Answers
1 famous 2 naughty 3 great 4 terrible
5 handsome 6 wonderful 7 clever 8 pretty

Resource 2 (page 152)
lnteraction:pair wark
Exercisetype: informationgap
Aim: to practise to be - questions and short
answers

·Ss wark in pairs: A and B. They ask their
partners about the missing information and
complete their cards.
Student A: ls Steve tali?
Student B: Yes, he iso·Same Ss report the information to the c1ass.

r ,

: ActivityBookAnswers
I Exercise l
I 2 clever 3 terrible 4 handsome 5 famous

I 6 naughty 7 funny 8 pretty

: Exercise 2
I 2 handsome 3 naughty 4 clever 5 terrible
I Exercise 3
I 2 Are Bugsy and Dilly wonderful singers?

3 ls Popsy a good pop singer?
4 Are Popsy and Tofee good friends?
5 Are you a famous pop star?
6 ls she very pretty?
Exercise 4
2 Yes, lam. 3 Yes, they are. 4 Yes, she iso
5 Yes,you are. 6 Yes,we are.
Exercise 6
2 ls Popsy tal\? No, she isn't.
3 Is Popsy a wonderful singer? Yes, she iso
4 Is Fred a good singer? No, he isn't.

I 5 Is Fred handsome? Yes,he iso

: 6 Are Fred and Popsy good friends? Yes, they are.
I Exercise 7
I 2b 3c 4f Se
L ~~_____________

Learning dirricolties
Ex 3 Ss with dyslexia often lack confidence,
sa make sure that they are paired up with
stronger Ss.
Extension The extension where Ss have to write
out jumbled words may be highly discouraging
for Ss with dyslexia because of their inability to
recognize all of the letters. It would be better
to provide them with the words and simply ask
them to make sentences.

.
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Lesson objectives
Structures
to be: Wh- qu~stions

Functions
Asking and answering about where people are
from, their nationality and age

Key vocabulary
Countries and nationalities: ChinajChinese,
FrancejFrench,GermanyjCennan, GreatBritainj
British, GreecejGreek,ItalyjItalian, Japanj
Japanese, PolandjPolish, RllssiajRussian, Spainj
Spanish
Other: arollnd the world, editor, fact, interoiew,
leamer, letter, member, qlliz

Background information
Friends' Magazine isa magazine for English
learners around the world. In these units,
students read interviews with same of the
magazine readers and contributionsfrom
around the world.

Before class
Make enough copies of Resource 3 (page 152).
If necessary, remove any number of rows from
the resource to match the number of Ss in your
class and divide your class into groups.

Presentation

~ Exercise 1. Play the first two sections of the recording.
Encourage Ss to guess the meaning of any new
words.

Answers
l It's a magazine with interviews, letters and quizzes
about interesing people, places and tacts.
2 They are children around the world - especially the
English learners and triends.

~ Exercise2· Ss look at the pictures and guess where Ania and
Brunocome fromand how old they are.·Play the recording twice. Ask Ss to cover the texts
and tell you what they can remember.

Comprehension

Exercise3.Ss look at the example item and correct the false
sentence (Ania is from Sopot.)..In pairs, Ss mark the sentences tme or false.

Answers
2 )( (Brunois trom Milanin Italy.) 3 V 4 V 5 V

Im

Language box
Question words·Ss repeat the questions in the box after you.·Ask Ss to look back at the interviews with Ania

and Bruno in Exercise l. Ask Ss to find and read
out questions beginning with question words and
the answers, e.g. What's your name? Ania.

Practice

~ Exercise 4
· Ask two students to read out the example.·Ss write the questions.·Check the questions before Ss start as king and

answering the questions in pairs.·Check Ss' answers by asking pairs to say their
questions and answers.

~

Answers
2 Where - She's trom PolandjWarsaw.
3 What - He's Italian. 4 Where - I'm trom Poland.
5 How - I'm twelve. 6 What - I'm Polish. ~

~ Exercise 5· Ss work individually, completing the table with
countries and nationalities. Ss then listen to the
recording and check their answers.

~Answers
2 German 3 Russia 4 Japanese 5 Poland
6 French 7 Spanish 8 China 9 Greece

~ Exercise 6
.. · Give Ss time to read through the forms and see

what information they need to listen for.
· Play the recording twice, the second time pausing

after each text for Ss to complete the forms.

Tapescrlpl
Narrator:
FM:
Olga:
FM:
Olga:
FM:
Olga:
Narrator:
Hiroshi:
FM:
Hiroshi:
FM:
Hiroshi:

Narrator:
FM:
Reiner:
FM:
Reiner:
FM:
Reiner:

Narrator:
Lucas:
FM:
Lucas:
FM:
Lucas:

r ~-~ ~ ~

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

One.
Hi! What's your name?
My name's Olga.
How old are you?
I'mten.
Where are you trom?
I'm trom Russia.

Two.
Hi! I'm Hiroshi.
How old are you?
I'm tourteen.
Where are you trom?
,'m trom Japan. ,'m Japanese.
Three.
What's your name?
My name's Reiner.
How old are you?
,'m eleven years old.
What nationality are you?
,'m German.

Four.
Hi there! I'm Lucas.
Hi, Lucas. How old are you?
,'m nine years old.
Where are you trom?
,'m trom Greece.L~___~ ~___



Answers
Olga:ten, Russia Hiroshi:Japan, Japanese
Reiner:eleven,German Lucas:nine, Greece

Study ski115

· Read out the text in the box to the class. Check
that Ss understand what to do.

· Ss wark individually, writing the nationality
adjectives in the four columns in their notebooks.

· Write the headings of the columns on the board
(-an, -ese, -ish, other) and ask Ss to come and write
a nationality in one of the columns and to say it.

Answers
-an:German,Russian -ese:Japanese
-ish:Polish,Spanish other:French

~ Exercise 7
· Ask two students to read out the example. Elicit

the second question and answer from the class
(Where is she {rom?She's (rom Russia.) Then elicit
the question and answer about her age (How old
is Olga?She's ten.)·Ss work in pairs, taking turns to ask and answer
questionsabout Hiroshi,Reinerand Lucas.

O Exercise8·Play the recording once for Ss to listen and read
the song.

· Then play the recording three more times. Divide
the class into three groups. Ask one group to sing,
one group to put up their hands for countries and
the third group to stand up for nationalities.

~ Exercise 9·Write the four headings from the table on the
board (name, age, country, nationality). Ask two
Ss to read out the example questions and answers
about Jacques and write the information on the
board under the headings 'name' and 'country'.
Then, elicit questions and answers about Jacques'
age and nationality and complete the table on the
board.·Ss work individually, completing the information
about 'You' in the table. Tell Ss they can invent
their names, ages and nationalities.·Ss then work in pairs taking turns to ask and
answer questions and complete the information
for 'Your friend' in the table.

Resource 3 (page152)
Interaction:pair work
Exercisetype: informationgap
Aim: to practise to be - specific questions;
countriesand nationalities

· Teacher puts the four headings on board
- Name, Age, Country, Nationality - and
elicits appropriate questions. Teacher gives
instructions in Ss' LI.

. Ss get their role cards, walk around the
classroom, ask and answer questions about
the infarmation on their cards and try to find
a person whose details are the same.

· When all the Ss find their partner, one of
them presents their details to the class.
Student: I am Anna. I'm 1S years old. I'm
{rom Poland.I'm Polish.

3 Friends'Magazine

r ,

ActivityBookAnswers
Exercise 1
2 France 3 Germany 4 Italy S Poland GGreece
7 Russia
Exercise 2
2 French 3 Poland 4 Japan S Greek
GGreat Britain
Exercise 3
2 How old is she? She's eleven.
3 What nationality is Bruno? He's Italian.

I 4 Where is Julka from? She's from Poland.
S Who are the twins? They are Lee and Ben.
GWhere are they from? They're from China.
Exercise 4
2 Where 3 How 4 Where S How GWhere
Exercise 5
2 Are you ten years old? 3 Where are you from?
4 Who is this? SHow old is he?
GIs he from France/French?
Exercise G
2a 3a 4b Sa Gb--------------------------

..8'. ... . . . . . . '8'. .......'....... . .......... ...........

Learning dirriculties
Ex 6 Ss with dyslexia might find building the
question forms and giving answers difficult,
and give you only short answers, e.g. France,
No, Yes. So after doing this exercise, it might
be good to introduce a short Yes/No contest,
whereby Ss must answer questions but they're
not allowed to say yes ar no, or shake or nod
their head. If they do, they're out of the game.
Model it for the class with a strong student, e.g.
- Hi. What's your name?
- Ania.

- Are you {rom Poland?
- Yes.
- BOO! You're out!

and then decide together which questions
require 'yes' or 'no' answers. Ss could use those
too to eliminate contestants. Elicit again, if
necessary, what answers Ss could give instead
of 'yes' or 'no'. This game is a lot of fun and
highly motivating! Ss immediately start using all
the question forms.
Ss with dyslexia often lack motivation, so it
might be a good idea to ask the Ss to interview
each other as if they were journalists. They
could even create a name for their own
magazine, and this interview could form the
start of a collection of interviews done for that
magazine every time the Friends' Magazine
comes up in the book.
This would enable the Ss to see their language
abilities progress, which is motivating.

.

m
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Lesson objectives
Structures

Possessive 's: singular and plurai
there isjthere are positive

Functions
Describing a country
Talking about possessions

Key .new vocabulary
Describing a country: beach, capital, {orest,
jungle, mountain, river, sea
Adjectives: beautiful, big, bright, dean,
dangerous, long, loud, scared, .small
Other: Brazil, Brazilian, flight attendant,
passenger

Backgroundinformation
'Alone in the Jungle' is a present.dayadventure
story set in Brazil. In the first episode, we meet
the two main characters - Claudia from Belem
in Brazil and anEnglish boy, Jake,whose
grandparents live in Belem. CIaudia and Jake
are on a piane irom San Paolo to Belem when
the pIane crashes into the sea.
Brazil is South Ameriea's largest country with
the population of 182.8 million and covering
an area of 8.55 million se1km. It inc1udes much
of theworld's biggest raiu forest around the
Amazon. The capital is Brasilia. 1'he major
language is Portuguese, Brazil is famous for its
iootballers, coffee.and distinctive musie.

Before class
Make two copies of Resource 4 (page 153);
one for yourself, one for the class. If necessary,
remove any number of pictures from the
resource to match the number of the Ss in your
class. Cut up the copies.

Presentation

~ Exercise 1· Ask Ss to look at the pictures for this lesson and
see how many things they can name in English,
e.g. plane, sea. Encourage Ss to guess how old the
two children are and where they are from. You
can ask Ss to cover the text and only look at the
pictures, if possible.·Use the pictures to pre-teach new vocabulary, e.g.
flight attendant, passengers.

· Play the recording twice times for Ss to first listen
and then read the text.·Explain or check Ss' understanding of vocabulary,
e.g. jung/e, scared, dangerous.

mlIl

~

Extension

· If you have a large map of South America, display
it for Ss to find Brazil,San Paoloand Belemon
the map.·Encourage Ss to pool what they know about
Brazil, using English as much as possible.

~

Comprehension
Exercise 2

· Ss work individually or in pairs, referring back to
the story to answer the questions.·Check Ss' answers by asking pairs to ask and
answer the questions.

Answers
Z They are towns in Brazil. 3 She's from Belem.
4 He's an English boy. His mother's family is from
Brazil and his grandparents' house is in Belem.
S Yes, it iso 6 Yes,they are. (They look scared in (he
picture) .

Practice

Exercise3·When checking students' answers, check
pronunciation of the words and word stress in
mountain, {orest,jungle and river. Remind Ss of
the plural of beach (beaches).

Answers
Ze 3a 4b Sc 6d

Language box
Possessive 's·Ask Ss to read the sentences in the box and look

at the pictures. Oraw Ss' attention to the position
of the 's with singular and plural nouns.

Extension·Write on the board:
Anna's bag = the student's bag
Anna's books = the student's books
Anna's and Maria's school = the students' school
Anna's and Maria's books = the students' books

· Oraw Ss' attention to the position of the 's in
the word student(s). Point out (in Ll) that the 's
agrees with the possessor/subject (e.g. Maria),
not the things that are possessed, e.g. (bag, books,
school).

~

Exercise4·Check Ss' ans wers by asking individuals to write
the sentences on the board so that you can check
the position of the apostrophe 's.

Answers
l passengers' names Z Claudia's school
3 Jake's mother's family
4 Claudia's grandparents' house S attendant's book



Exercise 5

~a ·First, ask Ss to listen to the words on the
recording and find the two contrasting sounds in
the words UI/ and /i:/).

· Then, play the recording several times for Ss to
listen and repeat the words. Draw Ss' attention to
the short and long vowel sounds.

~b
Answers
is: big river think
beach: green sea dean

Extension

· Write a sentence on the board for Ss to read aloud:
We think the big beach is clean.

Language box
there is/there are positive·Ask Ss to repeat the sentences after you. Draw

their attention to the singular and plural nouns in
the sentences.

Extension·Write sentences on the board for Ss to complete
with is or are:

There ... a computer in the classroom.
There ... three windows in the classroom.
There ... a lot ot students in the classroom.
There ... a teacher in the classroom.

Answers
is are are is

Exercise 6

· Read out the example sentence. Ask Ss why 'there
is' and not 'thereare' is used here. AskSs to
completethe remainingsentences.·Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to read
out the sentences.

Answers
2 Thereare 3 Thereare 4 Thereis 5 Thereis
6 Thereis, there are_Exercise 7·Ask Ss to look at the map of Norland and say
what they can see on the map. Check that Ss
understand the meaning of a capital city (Balan is
the capital of Norland) .

· Ss work individually, drawing their own map and
adding more things, e.g. towns, rivers, beaches,
forests.·Ss work as a whole class or in groups, taking
tums to talk about their country and showing
their map to the other Ss.

LIStory Time

Resource 4 (page 153)
lnteraction: whole class
Exercise type: responding to picture clues
Aim: to practise possessives

· Ss sit in a circle around a table. Each S gets
a card with a picture. Ss take tums and slowly
put their cards on the table face up so that all
the Ss can see them.

. Ask the Ss to tum their cards.

. Youhave got another set of cards. Pick
the cards one by one and show them to
Ss. Individual Ss make sentences: This is
Anna's dog./These are Joanna's cats. Ii they
remember correctly, the owner of the card
says That's right, if not they say That's wrong.

r ,
Activity Book Answers I
Exercise l :

2 forest 3 jungle 4 mountain 5 river 6 sea I
Exercise 2 I
dean young loud bright scared dangerous I
Exercise 3 :

2 Jake's grandparents' house is in Belem. I
3 Jake's mother is Brazilian. I
4 Claudia's home is in Brazil. I

5 The flight attendants' names are Anna and Katie. :

6 The passengers' things are in the sea. I
Exercise 4 I
2 Jake's bag I
3 The flight attendant's hat I

: 4 The passengers' books :

I 5 Grandmother's house I
I 6 Jake's family I
I Exercise 5 I

: 2 there are 3 There is 4 there is 5 there are :

I Exercise 7 I
I 2a 3b 4b Sa 6b 7a 8a I
L ~__~ ~

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Learning dirriculties
Ex 1 Ss with dyslexia find it difficult just to
listen to a story and understand what it is
about, so you could ask Ss to role-play it.
Remember to ask them to mime the actibns, as
this demonstrates whether Ss have understood
the story.
Language box and Ex 6 Ss with dyslexia have
poor memory and the concept of there is
and there are might be quite abstract for
them, so you should use other senses to help
them remember the rule better. Here the
TPR approach is a good idea. Youcould give
ilashcards with there is written on them to half
of the Ss and there are to the others. Then you
say a plural noun, e.g. chairs, and the Ss who
have the there are ilashcard have to stand up,
etc. Try to use regular plural nouns ('s' at the
end), e.g. chairs, windows etc., because the aim
of this exercise is not to recognise themselves
plural nouns but to focus on the new language.

.

m
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Structures
Revised
to be
there is/are
Wh- questioos (Where?)

New
Prepositionsof place: in (tM sll.OpJ/at (the
hotel)

Functions
Sayingwhere samebodyis
Describiogthe place wereyou live

Vocabulary
Revised
Places: beach, bridge, cinema, city, forest,lake,
library, mountain, museum, park, river, school,
town, train station
Adjectives: beautiful, big, famous, favourite,
nice, old, pretty, smali,
New
Places: bank, church, cinema, hotel, palace,
police station, post office, restaurant, shop,
village
Adjectives: great, new, not very nice

Exercise 1·Before startiog Exercise 1, give Ss a few mioutes
to wark in pairs, looking at the picture and fiodiog
places they cao oame in English.·Ask Ss to look at the pictures of the 12 boys and
repeat their names after you.·Read out the instructioos and check that Ss
understand what to do.·Ask one of the Ss to read out the first sentence
(about Leonard) and ask the class to find and
point to 'the library' in the picture (Picture 2).·Ss then wark in pairs, reading the sentences,
finding the boys in the pictures and labelling the
places.·When checking Ss' answers, ask the class to
repeat the names of the places after you. Check
that Ss understand the meaning of new words by
asking them to translate the words into their LI.

Answers
l cinema
5 museum
9 church

2 library 3 park 4 train station
6 bank 7 post office 8 shop

10restaurant 11hotel 12 police station
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Extension·Write on the board:
Where's ".?
He's in/at...·Ask Ss to cover the seotences in Exercise 1. Tell

them to look at the picture 00 page 120 aod the
pictures of the 12 boys on page 121. In tum, Ss
ask and answer questions. Do this as a whole
class sa that you can monitor and correct any
errors. Ensure that each S asks and answers at
least ance.·Ss can then wark in pairs, asking and answering
questions.

Exercise 2

·Ss work individually, highlighting all the new
words.·In pairs ar groups of three, Ss compare the words
they have highlighted.·Check Ss' pronunciation of the words they have
highlighted.

Extension·Give Ss one minute to study the spelling of the
words in this lesson. Then ask Ss to close their
boa ks.·Write 4-6 gapped words on the board for Ss to
complete with vowels (A, E, l, 0, U):

1 M_S__M
2 C_N_M_
3 L_BR_RY

4 H_T_L
5 R_ST__R_NT
6 B_NK

·Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to
complete the words on the board and say them.

Answers
l museum 2 cinema 3 library 4 hotel
5 restaurant 6 bank



Mytown
Stage 1·Read out the instructions and check that Ss

understand what to do.·Explain to the class that it is important to read
through the whole text in this type of exercise
before starting to put the fragments in the
correct order. Ask one of the Ss to read out
the example first sentence. Then give the class
time to read through the text and find the next
sentence.·Ss then complete the exercise, working
individually or in pairs. Monitor and help
where necessary.

· Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to
read out the sentences in the correct order.·After checking Ss' answers, correct any
pronunciation errors and check that Ss
understand any new words in the text.

Answers
2 There's a beach ... 3 There's a library ...
4 The school is ... S Olsztyn ...

Stage 2·Ask Ss to repeat the words in the box after
you. Check that Ss understand the meaning of
any new words.

· Ask Ss to look back at the first two or three
sentences in Tomek's text and to think of
similar sentences about the place where they
live. Elicit sentences from the class and write
example sentences on the board. Build up the
beginning of the text with the whole class.
Teach any new vocabulary Ss need to describe
the place where they live.·Ss then work individually, writing a draft of
their texts. They can use the sentences on the
board, if they wish, and add their own. Tell
Ss to write 5-6 sentences. Monitor and help Ss
correct any language errors.·Ss then copy their corrected texts. Encourage
them to attach a picture of a place in their
town to their texts.

Extension·In groups of three or four, Ss read each other's
texts and look at their pictures.·If you have space in your classroom, Ss can
make a display of their work.. .. .. .........................................................................

Wonderful Words

Learning difficulties
Project Ss with dyslexia often have problems
with sentence structure, so before starting the
project, you could highlight the language forms
they might need, e.g. There is ..., There are ...,
It is ..., Olsztyn is ... .
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~ RevisionI

Language Revised

Vocabulary
Placesin town, adjectivesto describepeople,
occupations,countriesand nationalities,nouns
deseribinga country,generaladjectives

Pronunciation
III and li:!

Grammar
to be
there islthere are positive
Possessive 's singular and pluraI

Before class·Ss will need some smalI paper or plastic bags
for the Fun Time activity. In this activity, Ss
have to collect smalI objects to put in the
bags, so you might want to bring in some
objects (e.g. pens, rulers, rubbers, smalI balls,
toy cat/dog) yourself to make sure Ss have
sufficient objects to use.·Give Ss five or six minutes to look back at
the vocabulary and grammar in this module.
Tell them that this Revision unit is not a
formai test but it will be helpful if they know
where to find the grammar structures and
vocabulary if they need to refer back to the
lessons in the module.

Vocabulary

Exercise 1
· Look at the example item with the class and elicit

from the Ss the reason why city is the odd word
out (because the other three are buildings).

· Ss complete the exercise working individually.
They can compare and discuss their answers in
pairs before checking answers as a class.

· When checking answers, ask Ss to give reasons
for their choice.

Answers
2 footballer 3 France 4 noise 5 town 6 school

Extension

· Ss work in pairs, choosing one word from each of
the six groups and writing sentences containing
their chosen words. Tell Ss not to choose the odd
words out. Monitor and check students' sentences.

· Ss then form groups of four ar six and read out
their sentences to the rest of their group.

Exercise 2

· Look at the example adjective with the class
and ask Ss to find another adjective written
horizontally (pretty).

· Ss then complete the exercise working in pairs.
· Ss can check answers in groups of four, pointing

to the adjectives on the puzzle square.
· Ask individual Ss to read out the adjectives and

check their pronunciation.

Answers
pretty, famous, tall, crazy, beautiful, naughty,
nice

Pronunciation

~ Exercise 3· Playthe recordingfirst for Ss to listen only.
· Then play the recording several times for Ss to

listen and repeat the sentences.·Individual students in tum read out one of the
sentences so that you can check pronunciation.
Try to ensure that each student reads out at least
one sentence.

Extension

· Ask Ss to read the title of the Chinese film (Bridge
on the River Green) and ask them if they know
the title of a real film that is the same as this
except for one worg. (Bridge on the River Kwai).

Crammar

Exercise4·Ask two Ss to read out the example question and
answer.·Elicit the answer to question 2 from the class.

· Ss work individually, looking at the pictures and
reading and answering the questions. Ss can
compare answers in pairs before checking answers
as a class.

· Check Ss' answers by asking pairs of student s to
read out the questions and answers.

Answers
2 No, ['m not. 3 No, they aren't. 4 Yes, he iso
5 No, they aren't. 6 Yes, it iso 7 Yes, we are.
S No, you aren't.

~ Exercise 5
· Ask Ss to read the example questions and

answers. Elicit examples of question forms they
can use to ask for information.

· Ss work in pairs, asking and answering questions
about the pictures in Exercise 4. Go round and
monitor the activity, helping and correcting where
necessary.

--



Exercise6
· Read out the example sentence to the class and

elicit another sentence about the differences
between the pictures.

· Ss can do the exercise working in pairs and
writing down sentences about the differences.

. Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to read
out their sentences.

Answers
The other differences are:
four mountainsjfive mountains
one bridgejtwo bridges
four boysjthree boys
one girljthree girls
two catsjone cat

]

Exercise 7

· Ask Ss to read the example item and note where
the 's comes.

. Do the next item with the class and ask one of the
Ss to write the answer on the board so that you
can check the position of 's..Ss complete the exercise working individually..Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to write
the sentences on the board.

Answers
2 boys' cat 3 girls' hats 4 friends' school
5 girl'sbook 6 boy's schoolbag

(Fuu Time )
· Read out the instructions to the class. Ss work in

pairs. Each pair needs a paper, cloth or plastic bag
to put their objects in.

· Give Ss time to put out on their desks all the
objects they can use and, if you have brought
some of your own to the lesson, give out these,
too.

. Each pair of Ss put their objects in their bag and
tie up the bag.

. The pairs then exchange bags and, in tum, feel
the contents of the bag and guess what the objects
are, using there is/there are.

. The pairs can then open the bags and see if their
guesses we re right.

Revisionl
r ,

Activity BookAnswersforSkIlisComer1 :

Exercise 1 I
1 sticker of Tomek 2 sticker of the castle I
Exercise 2 I

Age:twelve TownjCity:Cracow Country:Poland :

Famous place in Cracow: Wawel I
Favourite story: The Dragon of Cracow I
Favourite place: Planty I
Exercise 3 :

2 He isn't thirteen. He's twelve. I
3 Cracow isn't a smali town. It is a big city. I
4 Tomek's favourite place isn't the castle. His I

favourite place is Planty. :

5 Planty isn't a big city. It is a big park. I
Exercise 4 I
Paragraph 1: Barbara is twelve years old. She is from I
New Yorkin the USA.New Yorkisn't the capital of :

the USAbut it is a big city. There is a famous place I
in New York. It is called Manhattan. I
Paragraph2: Barbara's favourite stories are the stories I
about American Indians. Barbara's favourite place in :

New Yorkis Central Park. It is a big park in the city. I
Paragraph 1: Jim and Tim are thirteen years old. I
They are fram Nottingham in Great Britain. I
Nottingham isn't the capital of Great Britain but it is :

a big town. There is a famous place in Nottingham. It I
is called Sherwood Forest. I

, Paragraph2: Jim and Tim's favourite story is the I

: legend of Robin Hood. Jim and Tim's favourite place I
I in Nottingham is Sherwood Adventure Park. I
L ~

111*

Check YourselfUnits 1-4
- Activity Book page 12

Skills Comer 1
- Activity Book page 13

Check Units 1-4
- Teacher's Book page 142

Language Tests A/B Units 1-4
- Test Book page 38

111*

Learning dirriculties
Ex 1 Ss with dyslexia find reading particularly
challenging, so try to read each line aloud for
the whole class, stopping after each one so that
Ss have time to circle the odd one out.

Ex 2 Ss with dyslexia have problems with
word recognition, so before doing Exercise 2,
brainstorm adjectives Ss know and write them
on the board. Then ask Ss to check if these are
in the wordsearch, and ask them if they can
find any that are not on the board.


